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About This Game

Numantia is a Turn-Based Strategy game that takes place in the ancient conflict between Rome and the city of Numantia, in a
war that lasted for more than two decades.

The choice is yours: Play as a Numantian warrior against the Roman legions or expand the power of Rome throughout the
Iberian Peninsula. Relive history fighting in epic battles alongside real historical figures, conmemorating the 2150th anniversary

of the Siege of Numantia.
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Title: Numantia
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Recotechnology S.L.
Publisher:
Recotechnology S.L.
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT600 Series or equivalent

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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Not worth the price. Absolutely love the works of Nifflas Nygren. I first became acquainted with his work by playing Knytt and
then Knytt Stories. Saira is a highly polished version of that same ambient/exploratory gameplay that made those games so
enjoyable.

Love, love, love this game. Just wish it had another story to play through.. masterpiece. my hours should say enough.. I liked this
game. Do I recommend it? Yes. Ok end of review! Keep walking!

Just kidding. Ok now on to the meat and potatoes of my review\u2026.

Setting

\u201cHeart and Seoul\u201d is a short otome Visual Novel set in Seoul but the core of the story is pretty universal so it\u2019s
not like it\u2019s un-relatable on any level. The characters could be called Jim, Samantha and Steve and be New Yorkers and I
don\u2019t think the plot would change that much. The whole \u201cSeoul\u201d thing is pretty much a backdrop that provides
interesting cultural learnings (yup took that from Borat) and almost serves as a guide from the Korean Board of Tourism.

Story

It\u2019s short, about an hour for a single story track if you\u2019re a fast reader, maybe hour and a half if you read it at the
prompter speed. But I don\u2019t feel short is a bad thing, I\u2019m a pretty busy person and I don\u2019t like having to slog
through a storyline that is heavily buffered with fluff just to give it extra length. This one gets to the point and there are rarely
any dull moments, the characters are always doing something or talking about something that is pertinent to either the
characterization of the characters or the plotline. Could it be more romantic and passionate? Yes, this certainly isn\u2019t a
Danielle Steele nor is it Twilight or Fifty shades of Grey. On the bright side, if you happen to not like Twilight or Fifty Shades
of Grey then you might like this. But yeah, not really that romantic till the end but I don\u2019t really mind it that much as
it\u2019s \u201crealistic\u201d as the characters take time to become friends first.

Audio

Catchy pop-y and techno tunes. I liked it, kept the feeling of the game very light. Some nice sound effects too like the phone
buzzed when it rang and stuff, could have had more though in my opinion.

Minigame

Match-3! Always fun, especially when you don\u2019t have to pay to use a lollipop hammer.

Art

Character sprites are ok, could be a lot better and maybe some costume and expression changes could be in order. Probably the
weakest part of the visual novel in my opinion. I liked the impressionist style backgrounds though made me feel like I was in a
Degas painting.

Conclusion

All in all I liked it, it certainly has its faults and it definitely is not the most exciting VN out there. In many ways I feel that in
the attempt to be \u201crealistic\u201d and \u201cslice of life\u201d a lot of excitement and passion got left on the cutting
table. Though within that I did enjoy a lot of the conversations between the characters and there were a lot of funny moments in
the game, which is rare in videogames, and for that alone I feel that one should get this game, even for the few chuckles it will
give you along the way!. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665& also D i c and bals. I genuinely loved this game.
Mostly because you can play with the best dog ever.

But really, the mechanics are solid. The story keeps you going. And the interactions are amazing. You'll hear people talk about
how the interactions don't mean anything and disappear as the game goes on...and they aren't wrong. But they're just so good.
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And each new area will bring a new interaction or two that will just make you smile or blow your mind.

The game is short, probably around 2 hours, but there's just too much to love here for me not to recommend it. A very solid
entry into what a VR RPG should be.. Personally, I see no reason to throw a huge fuss over this game. Neither good nor bad, I
disliked how immediately I was required to do a ping pong quest to start the game. It feels very GTA 1, as far as gameplay goes.
The graphics are meh. I waited for this game to come out for a while.

The game crashes from time to time, while performing actions such as completing that pingpong quest at the start. I didn't make
it far, because of the crashes. That's why the review.

If I had to describe the game in one word, I'd say: Banana..

That is all.. I used to play the 1st game on PSP.
the game is g00d
-this game has the same thing with the prequel Buuuuuut, with a little tweak (and it's the story)
-somehow, the game has a psp and old school styled graphics

...for you RPG fans out there, I recommend this game.... ABANDONED!!!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/9uSH7RDj1_o

Not much more to say. Might be worth the $2.19 if they released it as complete since thats all its worth. Don't support
abandoned games ever...period.
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get off your lazy a** playin this and play half life. Flash game, avoid. "Be wary of the positive reviews"
First thing that will bug you about this game are the hands..
Let's just say they were better off not showing them in the first place.

They have jumpscares put into place that usually involve lights above exploding EXTREMELY loud for no reason,
or just random female characters being slingshotted through you. You might find the serial killer scary, but he just has loud
music play and if he's behind you he'll kill you without you ever seeing him because he runs so fast. Which brings me to another
thing - you won't be able to outrun him if he ever catches a glimpse of you. So you have to avoid someone completely - without
ever knowing where he is in the first place.

There is little detail to fill this huge maze-like map, and if you're not planning your exact route you can find yourself lost and
running in circles. Most of your gametime will include looking for batteries for your flashlight that runs out way too fast, and
dying repeatedly to the naked man with the axe that can somehow walk around this building in complete darkness with no
problem.

But one thing to keep in mind is this game was put together by a bunch of students, so if you feel like I'm being a little harsh, by
all means try the game out. I personally cannot recommend the game because it was not fun for me to play. It doesn't make you
want to complete the game - especially since if you happen to step into the wrong hallway, you die and start over. There is no
progression.

EDIT: Here's my gameplay.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=R6p001SIpy4. Video Review: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dYmOrZ5dv5s

Welcome to Lair Gaming's review of Project Graviton for PC.

Do you want to collect blue collect-a-thon bits or just race to the finish? I asked myself this question several times over the
couple of hours I spent playing Project Graviton. While the main "narrative" only spanned about 30 minutes for me, the appeal
of trekking back through Project Graviton's tougher sections in hopes of snagging all of the collectible items kept me bordering
entertained and fuming for about 2 whole hours.

This game is tough. From the start, it is made abundantly clear that precision platforming is key in Project Graviton. In regard to
gameplay, think Super Meat Boy. You'll even encounter saw blades that call back to that title - and tons of red things to be
gravely afraid of. The platforming here is very tightly controlled. You can move, jump, and combine a dedicated running button
with jumping to clear larger gaps and shoot past obstacles. After some minor frustration - or, maybe challenge is a better word -
you'll acquire a suit that allows you to change gravity's effect on the protagonist. This allows for the already pretty challenging
levels to immediately rocket off into hellishly difficult territory that will cause you to do one of several things. You will be faced
with the terrifying reality that collecting all of the little blue bits and finishing the level you've been stuck on for 20 minutes
might be mutually exclusive ideas. I cranked the speed up to 11 and motored through these levels like I'd never even been
introduced to the concept of collectibles on my first playthrough. To this point, I still have not been able to grab every blue
treasure-y bit in Project Graviton. Luckily, in this endeavor, I'm becoming more familiar and capable of utilizing the 3
checkpoints given at the beginning of each level. The player can place these checkpoints at will, but each one disappears when
you die - meaning that it's back to the starting line if you die and then forget to place another checkpoint. This lead me to some
infuriating moments when I placed a checkpoint somewhere unsafe - died, and immediately reloaded to find that I'd died again
in a blink of an eye. Back to the beginning, I guess.

I was impressed with the techno soundtrack and felt that it meshed well with the gameplay and aesthetic - and it never felt like it
was droning on. As far as visuals go, this is standard 2D platformer fare. While smart, quirky animation goes a long way to
giving the protagonist some personality, it's regrettable that this adventure looks so much like ones you've taken with other
running and jumping characters over the years.

Lastly - there actually is some story at play here. I mean, don't think you're going to be enthralled by a tale of love and loss - but
do expect some kinda funny dialogue and a short enough running time for the game that the dialogue doesn't have a chance to
be anything other than endearing. I was actually shocked at how much I wanted to see the plot keep moving forward when the
credits started rolling.
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Project Graviton is fun and challenging. In no way are you gonna discover some unique platforming experience you'll never ever
have again - but you will find something that tows the line between fun and rage-inducing long enough to leave a pretty good
impression for the price of a low-premium phone app.

Gameplay - 63
Visuals\/Art Style - 61
Sound - 71
Content-to-cost at $1.79 - 73

For what it's worth, I give Project Graviton on PC a 67\/100.. Its a fun game.
Its extremely frustrating as well because I am bad.
What else is frustrating is that whoever ported this game put little to no effort into the port itself.

. No news for over a full year now.. seems abandoned..

Prove me wrong and I'll change this review!

Edit:
No news ON STEAM for over a year now.. seems abandoned to anybody who doesn't follow this guy on twitter.. please give us
some updates here aswell since not everybody is THAT excited about this game so that we want to follow you on twitter..

Edit 2:
Also.. I don't care if this guy gives some people updates on twitter or youtube or whatever.. steam has a news feed that the dev(if
he's still working on this) has neglected.. they've abandoned all of us on steam, and that's why they're getting a big fat "No!"
from me.
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